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under subchapter E of this chapter and 
that— 

(a) Has its keel laid or is at a similar 
stage of construction or undergoes a 
major conversion started on or after 
September 15, 1991; 

(b) Undergoes alterations to the fish-
ing or processing equipment for the 
purpose of catching, landing, or proc-
essing fish in a manner different than 
has previously been accomplished on 
the vessel—these vessels need only 
comply with § 28.501 of this subpart; or 

(c) Has been substantially altered on 
or after September 15, 1991. 

[CGD 88–079, 56 FR 40393, Aug. 14, 1991; 56 FR 
47679, Sept. 20, 1991, as amended by CGD 88– 
079, 57 FR 364, Jan. 6, 1992] 

§ 28.501 Substantial alterations. 

(a) Except as provided in paragraph 
(b) of this section, a vessel that is sub-
stantially altered, including the cumu-
lative effects of all alterations, need 
not comply with the remainder of this 
subpart, provided that it has stability 
instructions developed by a qualified 
individual which comply with § 28.530 
(c) through (e). 

(b) A vessel that is substantially al-
tered in a manner which adversely af-
fects its stability, including the cumu-
lative effects of all alterations, need 
not comply with the remainder of this 
subpart, provided the stability instruc-
tions required by paragraph (a) of this 
section are based on loading conditions 
or operating restrictions, or both, 
which compensate for the adverse af-
fects of the alterations. 

(c) The following changes to a ves-
sel’s lightweight characteristics are 
considered to adversely affect vessel 
stability: 

(1) An increase in the vertical center 
of gravity at lightweight by more than 
2 inches (51 millimeters) compared to 
the original lightweight value. 

(2) An increase or decrease of light-
weight displacement by more than 3 
percent of the original lightweight dis-
placement. 

(3) A shift of the longitudinal center 
of gravity of more than 1 percent of the 
vessel’s length. 

(d) In determining whether or not a 
vessel’s stability has been adversely af-
fected, a qualified individual must, at a 

minimum, consider the net effects on 
stability of any: 

(1) Reduction of the downflooding 
angle; 

(2) Increase in the maximum heeling 
moment caused by fishing gear or 
weight lifted over the side due to 
changes in lifting arrangement or ca-
pacity; 

(3) Reduction in freeing port area; 
(4) Increase in free surface effects, in-

cluding increased free surface effects 
due to water on deck associated with 
any increase in length or height of bul-
warks; 

(5) Increase in projected wind area; 
(6) Decrease in the angle of maximum 

righting arm; 
(7) Decrease in the area under the 

righting arm curve; and 
(8) Increase in the surface area on 

which ice can reasonably be expected 
to accumulate. 

§ 28.505 Vessel owner’s responsibility. 

(a) Where a test or calculations are 
necessary to evaluate stability, it is 
the owner’s responsibility to select a 
qualified individual to perform the test 
or calculations. 

(b) Test results and calculations de-
veloped in evaluating stability must be 
maintained by the owner. 

§ 28.510 Definition of stability terms. 

Downflooding means the entry of sea-
water through any opening into the 
hull or superstructure of an undamaged 
vessel due to heel, trim, or submer-
gence of the vessel. 

Downflooding angle means the static 
angle from the intersection of the ves-
sel’s centerline and the waterline in 
calm water to the first opening that 
cannot be closed weathertight and 
through which downflooding can occur. 

Flush deck means a continuous 
weather deck located at the uppermost 
sheer line of the hull. 

Forward perpendicular means a 
vertical line corresponding to the 
intersection of the forward side of the 
vessel’s stem and the vessel’s waterline 
at the vessel’s deepest operating draft. 

Open boat means a vessel not pro-
tected from entry of water by means of 
a complete deck, or by a combination 
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of partial weather deck and super-
structure which is seaworthy for the 
waters upon which the vessel operates. 

Protected waters means sheltered wa-
ters presenting no special hazards such 
as most rivers, harbors, lakes, and 
similar waters as determined by the 
OCMI. 

Qualified individual means an indi-
vidual or an organization with formal 
training in and experience in matters 
dealing with naval architecture cal-
culations. 

Substantially altered means the vessel 
is physically altered in a manner that 
affects the vessel’s stability and in-
cludes: 

(1) Alterations that result in a 
change of the vessel’s lightweight 
vertical center of gravity of more than 
2 inches (51 millimeters), a change in 
the vessel’s lightweight displacement 
of more than 3 percent, or an increase 
of more than 5 percent in the vessel’s 
projected lateral area, as determined 
by tests or calculations; 

(2) Alterations which change the ves-
sel’s underwater shape; 

(3) Alterations which change a ves-
sel’s angle of downflooding; and 

(4) Alterations which change a ves-
sel’s buoyant volume. 

Well deck means a weather deck 
fitted with solid bulwarks that impede 
the drainage of water over the sides or 
an exposed recess in the weather deck 
extending one-half or more of the 
length of the vessel. 

§ 28.515 Submergence test as an alter-
native to stability calculations. 

(a) A vessel may comply with this 
section in lieu of the remainder of the 
requirements in this subpart. A certifi-
cation plate installed under 33 CFR 
part 183, subpart B, is acceptable evi-
dence of compliance with this section. 

(b) A vessel which is fitted with in-
board engines and loaded as described 
in paragraph (e) of this section must 
float in calm water, after being sub-
merged for 18 hours, so that— 

(1) For an open vessel, any portion of 
the vessel’s gunwale is above the wa-
ter’s surface; or 

(2) For a decked vessel, any portion 
of the main deck is above the water’s 
surface. 

(c) A vessel which is fitted with an 
outboard engine must be loaded as de-
scribed in paragraph (e) of this section 
and must float in calm water after 
being submerged for 18 hours so that— 

(1) The vessel has an equilibrium heel 
angle of less than 10°; 

(2) Any portion of the vessel’s hull is 
above the water’s surface; and 

(3) Any portion of the lowest 3 feet 
(0.91 meters) of the vessel’s hull is not 
more than 6 inches (152 millimeters) 
below the water’s surface as measured 
at the lowest point on the following— 

(i) The gunwale, for an open boat; or 
(ii) The main deck, for a decked ves-

sel. 
(d) A vessel which is fitted with an 

outboard engine must be loaded as de-
scribed in paragraph (f) of this section 
and must survive the submergence de-
scribed in paragraph (c) of this section, 
except that the equilibrium heel angle 
must not exceed 30° and the vessel 
must float with the lower end of the 
vessel not more than 12 inches (0.31 me-
ters) below the water’s surface in calm 
water. 

(e) For the tests described in para-
graphs (b) and (c) of this section, a ves-
sel must be complete in all respects, 
except that machinery which would be 
damaged by water may be replaced 
with equivalent fixed weight in the 
same location as the machinery it re-
places. The vessel must be loaded with 
weight to represent the most adverse 
loading condition. The most adverse 
loading condition normally includes 
the maximum weight of fish in its 
highest possible location. Weights 
must be substituted for operating per-
sonnel at 165 pounds (734 Newtons) per 
individual and may be substituted for 
fishing gear. The substitute weights 
may be located transversely so that 
the vessel floats level prior to being 
submerged. The two largest air cham-
bers, or compartments of a decked ves-
sel not used as fuel tanks, that con-
tribute buoyancy to the vessel must be 
flooded. 

(f) For the test described in para-
graph (d) of this section, a vessel must 
be complete and loaded as described in 
paragraph (e) of this section, except 
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